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INTRODUCTION:  MY FAITH, THE CHURCH, AND SOCIAL JUSTICE 

 As a person of faith, I hold it to be true that my Christian beliefs should inform every area 

of my life, extending outside my personal relationships to include how I view the various facets 

of society. This holistic view of faith implies that social justice and the Church are inherently 

interconnected and is the ground for which I will be examining social justice and the Church. 

The primary goal of this research is to better understand the current landscape of the protestant 

church in relation to social justice through exploring individuals’ understandings of social 

justice, the learning environments within the church, and the church’s engagement in the 

community. Based on this information, the secondary goal is developing recommendations for 

how churches can move towards social justice in both education and action.   

 My desire to seek social justice began as a child, even before I had the understanding to 

identify it as such. Since I was young, I have had natural abilities to care for others and be 

compelled to compassion. I took it upon myself throughout middle and high school to learn 

about issues of slavery, trafficking, and human rights violations. It only seemed natural that these 

were pressing issues that I should care about and felt strongly that others should care about these 

issues too. As I grew in my faith, it was clear to me the connection between the Bible’s command 

to love one another and the various injustices in my community and around the world. The need 

for the Church to actively engage in these issues was obvious. However, I quickly realized that 

for the majority of Church congregants, social justice is a multifaceted topic, often wrapped up in 

politics and disconnected from the teachings of the Bible.  It was hard to understand that the 

compassion and mercy that was natural, unavoidable, and instinctual for me could be so easily 

dismissed by others. I was distraught with the idea that fellow Christians, individuals with whom 



I share the same faith and presumably the same values, could have such polar views on issues 

that are so close to my heart. It is important for me to recognize that my natural inclination to 

care deeply about social issues is a unique trait of mine that is not shared by everyone. Rather 

than expecting others to have the same perspective as me, I must learn to understand where 

others are coming from and meet them where they are at. Understanding others’ perspectives is 

the beginning place for any real change to occur. This journey has led me to be compelled to 

understand the current landscape of social justice and the church, defend the call for social 

justice from a biblical perspective, explore how churches in my community are carrying out this 

call, and recommend how churches can further move towards social justice within the church 

and community. 

SOCIAL JUSTICE: RELEVANT TERMS AND HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES  

Relevant Terms  

 In order to understand the present state of the church’s relationship with social justice, 

there must be a common ground for how the relevant terms are defined. A piece of this research 

is discovering how various individuals from different churches define these terms, as this reflects 

the learning environment of their church. However, in order to support the argument that it is 

important for the church to be a learning environment for social justice, the relevant terms will 

be defined from a historical and biblical perspective.  

 The term justice comes from the Latin word “jus”, meaning right or law. The term has 

roots in ancient Greece where the word was redefined and analyzed by various philosophers 

(Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy). Aristotle recognized that justice is a virtue and therefore 

is always relational. The most commonly accepted original definition of the word comes from 



sixth century Roman law that claims justice as “the constant and perpetual will to render to each 

his due” (Miller, 2017). This definition is most consistent with what is found in the current 

Cambridge Dictionary, which states justice is “the condition of being morally correct or 

fair” (Cambridge University Press, 2018). Applying this definition to social justice, or justice in 

society, it then implies a moral or fair society.  Of course, the basis for what is considered moral 

or fair is subjective, which is why a biblical perspective is necessary as the lens for 

understanding justice for Christians.  

 In order to determine what is fair in society, or why fairness is even important, there must 

be an understanding of the inherent and equal worth of every individual. The concept of Imago 

Dei has long been accepted by theologians and protestant Christianity as the proper interpretation 

of Genesis 1:27 that states “God created man in His image” (Power, 1997). This doctrine of 

Imago Dei states that as humans, we are made in the image of god and therefore have inherent 

worth and value. It is from God that “our ultimate worth and significance” is derived and applies 

to every single human being (Power, 1997). If every human bears the image of God, then every 

human deserves respect and love. There is no one social class, racial class, gender, 

socioeconomic status, sexual orientation, or ethnicity that grants an individual more value over 

another human being. The concept of Imago Dei creates a foundation where all humans are equal 

and valuable and it is from this foundation that we can then begin to see the importance of 

seeking justice. 

 If understanding the inherent value of every human being isn’t enough to compel 

Christians to justice, the Bible is clear in its mandate for us to care for one another. The second 

greatest commandment God calls Christians to, in John 13:34,  is stated as “just as I have loved 



you, you also are to love one another” (English Standard Version). Christians are being called to 

love one another in a radical way, in the same way that God has loved, with sacrifice, grace, and 

fervor. In order to understand how this love looks practically and its implications for social 

justice, Christians use the life of Jesus as an example and tangible demonstration of this radical 

love.  

 Jesus’ ministry on earth to restore mankind had two focuses: caring for the spiritually 

poor and for the materially poor. Caring for the materially poor is part of living out social justice. 

Jesus healed the sick, freed the oppressed, cared for the widow, the orphan, the leper, those who 

society deemed “untouchable”. He cared for those on the margins of society and condemned 

those who committed unjust acts. He lived out the Old Testament scriptures that command to 

speak up for the oppressed, to give generously, and to do justly (Proverbs 31:8-9, 11:25, Micah 

6:8). However, justice extends beyond charitable acts, as described by pastor and author Ken 

Wystma, justice is the work of restoring relationships to how they ought to be, as God intended 

(2013). Justice is inherently social. Understanding social justice from this biblical perspective 

then has huge implications. It means that determining what is just in society is based on 

determining how things ought to be in our relationships with ourselves, with others, and with 

God (Wytsma, 2013). A biblical perspective also implies that regardless of the situation, every 

individual has significant worth and value, and this will affect how Christians approach restoring 

right relationships. 

 While I have found this definition from a Christian perspective by taking into 

consideration historical and philosophical definitions, the Bible, and the words of other scholars 

and Christian leaders, I am curious how protestant Christian church goers and pastors in my 



community understand the term. Understanding how individuals define the term will allow me to 

better understand the church’s relationship with social justice as a whole.  

Historical Perspective: The Civil Rights Movement 

 An examination of recent history sheds light on the current landscape of social justice 

within the church. The discussion of social justice and the church is not a new topic.  Gordon 

Jong and Joseph Faulkner comment that while the conversation is “as current as the daily 

newspaper,” it is also “as ancient as early Christian dialogues in the catacombs” (1967).  Even 

though this was written over 50 years ago, the conversation seems just as relevant today.  

Examining the historical landscape of the church and social justice will help describe how the 

church has informed congregants of social justice as well as how the church has participated in 

the community to enact social change. The Civil Rights Movement offers a great example of 

how the church was used in both these ways, as a learning environment and as a catalyst for 

change. Additionally, history can help explain any current controversy surrounding the term 

social justice.  

 The Church’s presence during the Civil Rights Movement (1950s-1960s) was undeniable 

and essential to the success of the movement by mobilizing church attendees for action (Shaffer, 

1963). Research from Pennsylvania State University in 1967 describes the perspective of 

university students on the role of the church in social justice, specifically in regards to racially 

integrating society (Faulkner & Jong, 1967). One student believed that the reason for the 

momentum of the movement is that it had “underpinning roots in Christianity” (Faulkner & 

Jong, 1967). The sense of hope for change and the motivation of love for others that come from 

Christian beliefs are what allowed a movement like this to endure (Williams, 2002).  From the 



church pulpit, individuals were being called to take action as a “religious duty” (Shaffer, 1963). 

However, the Church’s role extended beyond offering a moral framework. Tangible actions were 

taken both within the Church and in the community. The church offered logistical support 

through financial means and through the physical building serving as a meeting place for 

collective action (Morris, 2000). Individuals, including white clergy men, took civil action 

through participation in protests, demonstrations, and boycotts, putting themselves at risk for 

arrest (Shaffer, 1963). The interconnectedness of faith and social action was so prevalent that 

political demonstrations were accompanied by hymns, prayer, and preaching (Shaffer, 1963). Dr. 

Martin Luther King reflects on one of these mass meetings by describing the “enthusiasm of 

these thousands of people” that rushed over him as they participated in singing and preaching 

(Morris, 2000).  In this movement, two important themes emerge in the relationship between the 

church and social justice. The church provides both the moral framework and the structural basis 

to spark social change. There is the development of the ideology, or beliefs, that incline one to 

social justice, and then there are the tangible actions that engage the community in order to seek 

social justice. 

Historical Perspective: The Social Gospel Movement 

 The current divisive nature of the word social justice began with what is called the social 

gospel movement. In short, the social gospel movement, which emerged in the 1800s-earlier 

1900s, was a religious movement that advocated biblical values of charity and justice be applied 

in order to promote the betterment of society, focusing mostly on issues of poverty and inequality 

(Encyclopedia Britannica, 2018). As this movement progressed, there began to be a theological 

divide between caring for heavenly matters versus caring for earthly matters. While Jesus had 



two concerns during his ministry on earth, caring for spiritual needs and physical needs, 

interpretations of the social gospel movement led to these two being understood as separate 

theologies. The social gospel movement connected salvation with good works, which was in 

contrast to the traditional conservative beliefs of the church that salvation is solely by grace, not 

works, as a gift from God (Ephesians 2:8-9). In order to disassociate themselves from the 

movement, another movement of churches began that focused solely on evangelism and avoided 

any form of social action. The fear was that if one participated in social action, they would be 

associated with the theology of the social gospel movement as well (Wytsma, 2013). 

Unfortunately, this approach fails to recognize that while good works are not a requirement for 

salvation, many theologies recognize them as a natural result of a transformed heart. Christians 

recognize the biblical mandates to participate in good works and to care for the poor, the needy, 

the immigrant, the widow, and the orphan (Hebrew 10:24). As pastor and theologian Timothy 

Keller points out, there is a third ideology that combines the two in which “justice is just as much 

a part of the work of the church as evangelism” (Keller, n.d.). 

 The result of this older theological divide has been the source of a political divide within 

the church as well. The movement is recognized for having specifically “rejected the 

conservative” ideology, and for moving towards liberalism (Public Affairs Television, 2008). 

This helps to explain the current landscape of today where there is a perceived connection 

between politics and these two ideologies (social action vs. evangelism) and has led to a sense of 

controversy surrounding the term social justice. 

The Church as a Learning Environment   



 Underlying both of these movements is the concept that the Church serves as a learning 

environment, shaping individuals’ views of the world. The Church provides a a lens through 

which congregants understand the world, where the beliefs are so “engrained in the fabric of the 

church” that therefore it is inevitable for these beliefs to be passed on through sermons, prayers, 

rituals, and even emotional interactions (Morris, 2000). Even scholars have recognized the 

church as a learning environment, calling it “one the several social institutions that provide 

‘education’” (Findsen, 2012).  The Church provides learning in two ways, in both the informal 

and non-formal sense. As conscience human beings, there is no separation between when we are 

learning and not learning, and therefore informal learning can be defined as the sum of all 

activities that take place outside the structure of a formal learning environment (Eshach, 2007). 

The defining characteristics of informal learning is that it is not purposeful or organized with 

specific learning outcomes (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2018).  

Existing literature describes specific contexts in which this informal learning occurs, such as 

sermons, community gatherings, volunteering, and even worship music (Morris, 2000). 

However, the Church has also historically intentionally created a variety of specific learning 

environments in order to promote understanding of specific topics. These settings can be 

described as non-formal, where the individual takes the initiative to engage and the learning is 

planned. This was demonstrated in the Civil Rights Movement as the church served as a meeting 

place for collective action. Communities were intentionally engaging in conversations to learn 

more about how to live out their faith in regard to the current social and political events.  

 History indicates that the church is a learning environment specifically for social justice 

because of its role in enacting social movements. Based on the existing literature that claims 



church as a learning environment and church as a tool for propelling social movements, this 

research aims to connect these two ideas in order to draw conclusions about how churches can 

intentionally inform congregants’ understanding of social justice in order to enact social change. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 The research involved interviewing a pastor and a congregant from three separate 

churches in Tucson, Arizona. I have outlined and described the churches and the individuals 

below, using pseudonyms and leaving out the name of the church to protect their identities. 

Churches Interviewed  

Church A: I interviewed “Ben” and “Kate" from a mainline protestant denomination with a range 

of political standings. Both are white, middle-upper class, and are between 30-55 years old. The 

church is located in a suburban area of Tucson.  

Church B: I interviewed “Abby”, a female who is black and in her early thirties, from a mainline 

protestant denomination with more conservative views. The church is located in south Tucson 

and is a predominantly black congregation. 

Church C: I interviewed “Jessica” and “Justin” from a local branch of a state wide congregation 

that identifies as a non-denominational church. This means that it falls under the category of 

protestant but does not hold any one denomination to be more true than another.  A 

nondenominational church holds the Bible to have the ultimate authority rather than a specific 

interpretation of it. “Justin” is a 30 something year old, white, male, and is the pastor of the 

congregation. “Jessica” is in her late twenties-early thirties and identifies as a minority racial 

group and female. The church is located in a wealthier neighborhood of central Tucson.  

Interview Questions  



Describe the different contexts in which learning takes place at your church. 

How would you define social justice?  

Do you believe social justice is a controversial term? Why or why not? 

In what ways do you believe the learning environments present within your church (as described 

in question 1) shape congregants’ understandings of social justice?  

Are current social issues discussed within your church? If so, describe the contexts in which 

these conversations take place. What are the barriers to having these conversations? 

In what ways is your church engaged in the local and/or global community? 

In what ways is community engagement encouraged by your church? What are the challenges in 

encouraging community engagement? 

What do you believe your church’s role is in social justice? How is that role encouraged within 

the church?  

Data Collection  

 Each of the interviews took place in a location determined by the interviewee, were tape 

recorded, and transcribed. The scripts were coded for common themes and the data was 

organized in the following section titled Findings.   

FINDINGS  

How do protestant Christians currently understand social justice?  

 Through the interviews with both congregants and church leaders, there were several 

recurring themes in how these individuals define social justice, the implications of the term, and 

the challenges in using the term. While a few individuals were able to simplify the definition into 

a phrase, the majority of the interviewees expressed that it is a hard term to define. Based on 



their answers, I have identified five distinct ideas that emerged from their understandings of 

social justice.  

Definitions 

1. Social justice has implications for all of creation, from our everyday interactions, to the 

unspoken social norms we live by, to the structure and systems of society. Three of the 

individuals used the phrase “everyday life” in defining social justice. For “Jessica" social 

justice included the norms that dictate interactions on a day to day basis, including racial and 

gender lines, as well as the systems of power and privilege. This holistic perspective has 

implications for even the smallest interactions as well as the larger systems and policies in 

society such as the economy, the prison system, foster care, and the immigration system, just 

to name a few that were mentioned in the interviews. Pastor “Ben” describes social justice as 

beginning “in the church itself by the way we treat each other” and extends “to all creation.”  

Based on this definition, social justice is a term that applies to every aspect of life, not only 

the major social issues seen in headline news. 

2. Social justice is inherently rooted in relationships. As “Ben” identified, social justice begins 

with the “establishment of relationships.” These relationships are then reflected in the 

policies and structures of society. Relationships are implied with the term social as well. 

Several of the interviewees broke down the question to define justice and then applied that 

definition to society. Society, by definition, refers to people living together in community 

(Oxford). Therefore, relationships are at the root of society and at the root of social justice.  

3. Social justice involves fairness and equity but extends beyond that, it involves human 

flourishing. While half of the interviewees used the word “fair” in their definition of social 



justice, two individuals extended the definition to use the words “thrive” and “flourish”. 

Social justice involves not only ensuring equity, or fair treatment, but it involves ensuring 

that each individual has the opportunity “to thrive as they were created for” and “develop 

their God-given potential.”  

4. The difference between how Christians and mainstream society understand social justice is 

in the moral basis of determining what is just and the motivation for seeking justice. While 

many textbook definitions of social justice include the word “fair,” the Christian definition, 

as exemplified by these interviews, includes an aspect of human flourishing in order for there 

to be justice. In this way, the motivation is to see individuals valued as image bearers of God 

by allowing them opportunity to thrive. "Ben" also pointed out that for the majority of 

society, justice is determined by what is legal. It is based on the assumption that was is right 

and wrong, what is fair and unfair, aligns with what is legal and illegal. "Jessica" recognized 

that as Christians, there is a different argument for why something is right or wrong. While 

society may recognize something as moral because it is good for society, or good for the 

individual, Christians will recognize that something is moral because the Bible says it is. 

These differences could lead to disagreements about what is just. As "Ben" pointed out, 

“there’s a tension between what’s legal and what’s just.”  

5. "Justin" claims that there is no separation between faith and justice. Social justice is a part of 

the Gospel message, which “Justin” describes as the story of the creation, the fall, 

redemption, and restoration of all humanity. This story is the basis of the Christian faith. He 

describes restoration as the promise that Jesus is making all things new, right now. Social 

justice is that restoration process, a key part of the gospel happening right now. If Christians 



claim to believe the gospel, as described by pastor “Justin", then social justice, or human 

flourishing, is inherently a part of that belief system. 

Another conclusion about social justice that was unanimous across all of the interviews was that 

it is a controversial term. Based on the interviews, I was able to identify four reasons why the 

topic of social justice may be considered controversial, or may lead to disagreement, both in and 

outside of the church.  

Reasons for Controversy  

1. The individualism present within our society leads to controversy over social justice as we 

contribute successes and failures to the individual person, rather than the structures in society 

that might contribute to their privilege or oppression ("Kate"). "Kate" points out that within 

our culture, there is no sense of whose responsibility it is to care for one another. 

Additionally, people assume that only their group of people is “entitled to social justice,” that 

their group of people should be the highest priority. Rather than looking at the collective 

good of all of society, Americans tend to care about what is best for them as individuals. 

Likewise, American society expects everyone to be able to “pull themselves up by their 

bootstraps,” yet ignore that there may be barriers that keep people on the margins ("Kate"). 

“Ben" has observed the same tension, describing that when conversations about the poor and 

marginalized arise, many people ask “why can’t they just do it themselves?”  Even within the 

church, as observed by the interviewees and described by previous research, an emphasis has 

been placed on individual experience (Mount, 1981). For some, faith is solely about 

“personal acceptance of Jesus and personal theology,” and has nothing to do with larger 



society ("Kate"). This viewpoint appears to be in direct conflict with the Christian mandate 

to love one another.   

2.  The degree to which the term social justice is viewed as controversial may also depend on 

whether or not the personal talking about it is someone who is benefitting from the current 

structures of society or is someone who is on the margins ("Kate"). As "Kate" observes, it’s 

not controversial for those who don’t benefit from the system because they understand their 

own obstacles, and there’s no argument there. Within other conversations, it was clear 

interviewees were describing the controversy of the term only for the individuals who 

already have power and are most likely not experiencing the injustices in our society directly. 

For example, "Jessica" observes that while individuals may be willing to go to a soup 

kitchen and serve, it is still difficult to engage in conversations about why people are in the 

soup kitchen to begin with. “Ben" observes this same dichotomy, where individuals are 

excited to meet tangible needs, but do not want to have conversations about the structures 

and policies behind these situations. The important observation here is that it is controversial 

for the individuals who are doing the serving, not for the individuals in need. Additionally, in 

my conversation with "Abby", a congregant of a predominantly black church, it was evident 

that conversations regarding society, its structure and policies, and current events, as they 

relate to race, are common place within her church community. This is most likely due to the 

fact that they understand the injustices because they have witnessed or experienced them 

themselves. On the other hand, these conversations are rare in the other churches I 

interviewed, because the congregants are not confronted with the reality of racial injustice 

daily, and therefore there may be different perspectives that lead to controversy. Therefore, 



social justice can be controversial depending on the place of power and privilege of the 

individuals engaging in the conversation, with those in a position of power and privilege may 

experience more controversy than those who are directly experiencing injustice.  

3. Social justice leads to controversy because of the complexity of the systems and structures in 

our society. “Ben" points out that it is controversial for individuals who like to see things in 

black and white, because social justice is found in more of a grey area. This is especially true 

when it comes to policies, as people turn to parties or ideologies as absolute truth (“Ben”). 

"Justin" has a similar observation about politics and social justice within the church. If it is a 

social issue that the Bible has a clear standpoint on, such as abortion, then it seems to be easy 

to talk about within the church, but if it is a topic that does not have a clear biblical solution, 

in other words it is not black or white, then people shy away. 

4. Using a word for social justice creates a category that people attempt to disconnect from the 

gospel and their faith, as "Justin" observes. Even though "Justin" understands social justice 

to be a central part of the Christian calling, he recognizes the history of the term and the 

disconnect between social action and evangelism. He explains how historically, if it was said 

that someone is all about social justice, it implied that they aren’t about the gospel and 

calling people to repentance and Jesus. He says that this perceived division is still present 

and is why it can be controversial, he says social justice is an unhelpful term because it 

“gives an out where there shouldn’t be one.”  If "Justin" uses the term, he puts it in the 

correct context, defines it, and urges congregants to reexamine if they have dismissed social 

justice. “Justin” believes there is no dichotomy between the gospel and social justice, even 

though many individuals perceive there to be one. The term social justice itself allows 



individuals to place it into another categorical box that they separate from faith, making it a 

controversial term within the Church.  

Underlying all of these controversies is a misunderstanding of what social justice is and its clear 

connection to the Christian faith. "Abby" observed that in general, we don’t know what exactly 

we’re talking about when we say social justice. We could be using the same word and still be 

talking about completely different things. She compared it to walking on different sides of the 

street. If there is no common foundation from which these conversations take place, then of 

course they will lead to tension and confusion. Laying a proper foundation and creating a safe 

environment for these conversations to take place is essential. 

 While all of the interviewees agreed that the term social justice is controversial, they 

were in agreement that it shouldn’t be that way. Recommendations for how churches can develop 

a common foundation in order to avoid controversy and intentionally create learning 

environments for social justice are discussed in the conclusion.  

What are the learning environments present within the church that inform congregants of 

social justice? 

 Each of the individuals interviewed had an understanding that learning is a part of 

everyday life. “Justin” commented that “the gospel is absolutely addressing every part of life”. 

“Ben” observed that learning is about “the whole experience of life.” As described in the 

introduction, informal learning encompasses all of the activities that occur outside of formal 

learning contexts.  While this appeared to be common knowledge among the interviewees, I 

identified two underlying themes that were consistent across all the interviews in describing the 

learning environments as they relate to understanding social justice. The interviewees also 



identified specific methods that the Church intentionally uses to inform individuals of social 

justice.  

 The common themes identified in the informal learning environments reflect the idea that 

“learning is more than gaining knowledge” (“Ben”). For the three churches I investigated, 

learning as it pertains to social justice occurs in the context of relationships and diversity. 

Underlying Themes of Learning Environments  

1. Relationship 

The one learning environment that was consistently mentioned in every interview is 

relationships. “Justin” identifies how relationships happen in every setting and claims that the 

everyday interactions that we have with others are the most influential in shaping individuals’ 

understand of social justice. He describes the learning environment to be the “questions, 

conversations, eating together, families being together”, simply sitting around the table and 

breaking bread together, all of which are activities that he describes to be an important part of 

“discipleship and growing”. You can’t plan the specific learning that will happen through 

these relationships, but transformation is a natural product of having everyone together 

(“Justin”). “Jessica” describes this context as “the church body coming together” and 

“experiencing each other”. “Justin” further explains that community is essential because 

through engaging with others, specifically in regards to social justice, “even if you don’t 

agree”, you are going to be able to think about it differently. He points out that we are called 

to love our neighbor and “you can’t love your neighbor if you don’t know your neighbor”. 

Both “Justin” and “Jessica” claim that relationship is the biggest learning environment and is 

“tremendously powerful in learning social justice”. However, each interviewee used the word 



“relationship” and commented on the power of human interaction in learning. Because 

relationships are integrated into everything that we do, this theme underlies all of the other 

learning environments identified as well.  

2. Diversity 

Both “Justin” and “Jessica” identify that the type of community we engage in is of 

importance as well. “Justin” describes that his church longs to be “an eclectic community” 

because we are all “missing out if we only know people who have the same experiences”. It 

is because of diversity, through the avenue of relationships, that individuals are going to be 

transformed. “Kate” observes the importance of diversity as well, stating that “having a 

diverse group makes a difference in what you talk about and how you talk about it.” “Jessica” 

describes this same idea, using an example of seeing how someone from a different race or 

ethnicity responds to things on the news, and says that it actually allows members to be 

“learning in a pretty profound way”. “Justin” uses the example of a 55 year old white woman 

and a young latino man sharing a meal together. “They’re not going to agree” on everything, 

but through sitting around a table and looking each other in the eyes, then standing next to 

them at church on Sunday morning, you are going to talk about social justice different 

(“Justin”). Diversity is important for learning about social justice because it brings different 

perspectives and broadens an individual’s world view. As “Justin” said, you are going to 

think differently about social welfare if you know someone personally who is on social 

welfare. If you have invited them into your home, shared a meal with them, and developed a 

relationship, you are going to look at that issue differently than before.  



 The second reason diversity is significant is because it allows topics of social justice such 

as poverty, immigration, and inequality, to come up naturally in conversations. When no one 

in the congregation is personal experiencing injustices in society, it is easy to turn a blind 

eye, but when it is the reality of day to day life, it is inevitable that these conversations will 

take place as well. This was evident in my conversations with the individuals from church B, 

the predominately black church. The church has had two events, a presentation from the 

county attorney and a viewing of the documentary “13th”, both directed towards educating 

individuals about the history of race and mass incarceration in the United States. There seems 

to be a clear connection between the demographic of the church and the conversations that 

take place relating to social justice. This was also evident in the interview with pastor “Ben” 

from church A, where there is a large immigrant and refugee population within the 

congregation. Immigration was a common theme throughout the interview, specifically when 

asked what social issues are discussed within the church.  Both of these examples indicate 

that the challenges faced by the congregants of the church will affect the types of 

conversations regarding social justice. Additionally, from a result of personal experience of 

engaging in diversity, church leaders will be more likely to address these issues from the 

pulpit.  “Kate” observes that because of the pastor’s personal experience with their refugee 

ministry, he talks about the topic “in a new way from the pulpit”. Similarly, “Kate” has also 

seen the pastor address trafficking because of his personal engagement with an anti-

trafficking ministry. Engaging in diversity is especially important for church leaders then, as 

their personal experiences will lead to social justice being naturally integrated into their 

conversations and sermons. Diversity, in the context of relationships, is an essential quality of 



productive learning environments for social justice. Pastor “Ben” comments that it is God’s 

desire to have a “heterogeneous church” as it allows us to gain new perspectives that lead to 

a more clear understanding of social justice and allows us to more accurately reflect the 

beauty and diversity of His creation.  

Purposeful Learning Environments 

 The following methods are called purposeful learning environments because they are 

organized and planned in order to inform individuals’ understandings of social justice. While 

some examples were common across all three churches, many of them are specific to one church.  

1. Sunday Service  

The largest learning environment that reaches the most people within the church is the 

weekly service. When asked about learning environments within the church, this was most 

commonly mentioned as the first one. The sermon, or referred to by some as the “teaching”, 

is the most significant in informing social justice. While sermons are structured differently 

and contain a vast range of topics, this setting allows a platform for pastors to challenge and 

inform congregants of social justice. Both pastor “Ben” and “Justin” expressed that they will 

address social issues from the pulpit as they see necessary. They do not need to advocate for 

one political view over the other, but they will challenge individuals to think from new 

perspectives. Because individuals categorize social justice as a separate topic from faith, 

“Justin” attempts “to press harder to break down those unbiblical categories” during his 

sermons. For both pastors, it makes sense to address social justice because it “more often 

than not, the scripture directly applies” and therefore social issues “filter into the 

sermons” (“Justin”). “Ben” says that within his Sunday teachings it can be helpful to tell 



stories of crossing cultures as a way of teaching. Through both scriptures and stories, topics 

of social justice are addressed from the pulpit of two of the churches investigated. For 

Church B, Sunday services seem to be connected to social justice themes most clearly 

through prayer. When asked if conversations about social issues occur in her church, “Abby” 

responded that conversations don’t happen, “just a lot of praying”. Each Sunday, there will be 

prayers for the injustices in society but she sees a disconnect between the prayers and any 

further discussion or action being taken. As described previously, all aspects of the church, 

including music, teachings, and prayers, play in role in passing on beliefs (Morris, 2000). 

These are simply a few examples of how the aspects of teaching and prayer can relate to 

social justice. 

2. Service  

Another avenue through which the Church intentionally promotes learning is through service, 

either in the community or volunteering within the church. Underlying service is both 

relationships and diversity. “Jessica” believes that service is done through relationships and is 

done as a calling, not simply an option or a good idea. “Ben” understands service in the same 

sense, calling it “a spiritual practice.” He describes that “when we serve others, we’re 

transformed in some way.”  It is because of the relationships that develop through service that 

we are transformed. Within the context of serving, individuals from various backgrounds 

have the chance to interact that might not encounter each other otherwise. In this way, service 

that is effective for social justice learning is rooted in relationships and diversity. “Ben” 

describes the various outreach ministries as contexts that provide learning experiences for 

church members where individuals come do something and then reflect on it.  He calls it 



“praxis learning”, which existing literature defines as “action informed by theory” (Eaton & 

Smith). It is a way of practicing and informing your faith and understanding of social justice. 

While speaking with “Ben”, it was clear that there was no distinct difference between serving 

and learning, you cannot have service without engaging in learning as well. Through 

relationships with diverse populations and engaging in the broader community, this learning 

informs individuals’ perspectives of social justice (Einfeld & Collins, 2008). 

3. Bible Studies, Small Groups, and Classes 

In addition to a weekly service, most churches offer additional classes, studies, or community 

groups to participate in. At Church A, there are Sunday school classes each week in addition 

to the morning service. “Kate” describes that these can cover a wide range of topics and can 

follow the structure of following a book, a guided bible study, or a topical series directly 

centered on a social topic. For example, in the past the church had offered a specific study 

group directed towards discussing the topic of gay marriage. Social issues may not always be 

so explicitly stated as the focus of the group, but may be discussed regardless. Church A was 

the only specific example of addressing social justice in the context of small groups or 

classes as a purposeful learning environment. However, because of informal learning, the 

Bible studies, small groups, and classes at the other churches also inform social justice 

through conversation and engagement in relationships.   

4. Social Justice Ministries  

At church A, there is a social action ministry that has been involved in anti-trafficking, 

working with refugees, and learning about poverty and hunger (“Kate”).  At church B, there 

is a social justice ministry that works to build a connection between the church and certain 



social issues. While “Abby” admits that she has not seen much activity from the ministry, 

these two ministries are examples of another way that churches are intentionally creating 

learning environments to better understand social justice.  

5. Special Events 

Special events such as speakers or panel discussions have been used within both Church B 

and C as a way to create an environment with the purpose of discussing and learning about 

social justice. Church B has had the county attorney come to talk about the justice and prison 

system as it relates to race (“Abby”). They have also hosted the showing of the documentary 

“13th”. Church C hosts one to two events throughout the year called Tapestry (“Justin”). The 

events are set up as a panel discussion with individuals from various backgrounds in order to 

bring diverse perspectives and “Jessica” describes these events as the most successful way 

that they are engaging in social issues. The subject matter changes each time, yet the topics 

are relevant to the current social and political landscape and are topics that “tend to be 

divisive”. For example, the most recent event was titled “Tapestry: Love, Law, and 

Immigration”. They aim to come from an understanding that although we have different 

experiences that have led to different opinions, we are transformed for the better when we 

engage in relationships (“Jessica”). 

6. Tapestry Tables 

Connected to the Tapestry events is a program called Tapestry Tables. Tapestry Tables is a 

smaller, more personable way to create relationships with individuals from different 

backgrounds. It is structured by individuals being divided into groups of 8 people that make a 

“table” that consistently meet together to share a meal and engage in difficult conversations 



(“Justin”). In order to ensure diversity within each group, each group contains variety in age, 

race, gender, and socioeconomic background, because these 4 lenses describe how we 

understand the world. “Justin” describes Tapestry Tables as “a platform for people to…

discuss these subjects in a safe environment”. The idea behind the name of the program is 

that through interacting with one another, we become “stronger and more beautiful, 

interconnected,” like a tapestry that is interwoven in which the “whole is greater than the 

individual” (“Justin”). Sharing a meal together is an important aspect of the experience as it 

helps to create community and build relationships (Keller et al., 2010),  which is then the 

foundation for how learning occurs. 

7. Children’s Ministry  

Many of the interviewees identified the Sunday school for children as a learning environment 

within their church. At Church C, the children’s ministry is structured with a curriculum to 

guide the lessons each Sunday. “Jessica” explains that this is important in shaping the 

children’s understanding of social justice as the curriculum is going to help them 

understanding right from wrong. Even more than that, it is going to guide kids in a proper 

response to “what should the response be to those in need?” (“Jessica”). 

8. Material Resources  

A method for teaching used by church A is their newsletter. “Ben” describes that he is not 

afraid of making public statements about issues that others might view as political. For some, 

this might mean discussing immigration. However, “Ben” has used the newsletter as an 

education tool by including information about the difference between an asylum seeker and a 

refugee. This example shows that material resources can be used in purposeful learning 



environments within the church as well as a way to provide relevant information for 

understanding social justice. 

9. Leadership Programs 

Both Church A and C are currently engaged in a pilot of a leadership program that was 

locally developed. The program, called Surge, is focused on “leadership development” and is 

“outward focused” (“Ben”). It is a 32 week long program that meets weekly and gathers 

together with other churches once every quarter. The way that the program aims to inform 

social justice is through an aspect of the program called “bless rhythms” where participants 

are actively seeking to engage with someone who is different from them. This can mean 

getting coffee or sharing a meal, but it is about having a conversation and listening. 

Reflection plays a large role in the process as well (“Ben”). The program intentionally creates 

environments for relationship and diversity with the purpose of transformative learning, or 

“changing the way people see themselves and their world” (Brown, 2004). 

How is the church actively participating in the community in order to achieve social justice?  

 The church as a learning environment for social justice involves not only addressing 

social topics in discussion, but also actively participating in community engagement and social 

action. While service is a learning environment for social justice, as identified in section B of 

Findings, service is actively seeking to create justice in society. Therefore, in order to understand 

how the Church interacts with social justice, it is necessary to see the ways in which the Church 

is engaging with the community, both locally and globally. The ways that the three churches I 

interviewed are participating in the community in order to achieve social justice can be organized 

into five categories.    



Methods of Community Engagement  

1.   Local partnerships 

All of the churches described local organizations that they work with through supporting 

them financially, providing volunteers, and seeking ways to better the community together. 

This method of community engagement will be called local partnership. Church A has a 

collaboration with the community food bank where they provide the food and then church 

volunteers cook and serve a meal that is open to anyone in the community once per week 

(“Kate”). Both Church A and C partner with local schools. Church A partners through hosting 

events for the school community such as a holiday celebrations, through volunteering, and 

through financial and material contributions (“Kate”). Church C has had opportunities to 

mentor and tutor kids with their school partnership, as well as to be a voice for them in legal 

battles (“Jessica”). A large part of the partnership is also through praying for the school. 

“Ben” recalls when the school was under threat of being closed down and the church hosted 

prayer in front of the school. In both situations, the emphasis is on building a relationship 

with the school and the families within it. Church C has several partnerships with local 

organizations, which they call their “outward focused ministries” (“Justin”).  The three 

primary partnerships are with Free Ever After, an organization dedicated to eliminating sex-

trafficking, Hands of Hope, a pregnancy center, and Corazon Ministries, a ministry dedicated 

to evangelizing Latino communities. The partnerships are both through financial means as 

well as providing volunteer support (“Jessica”). In order to have a successful partnership, 

“Ben” identifies that it is important to ask what their needs are, and where they would like 

the church to serve. This communication reflects the relational nature of the partnership.   



2.   Local Initiatives 

Actions that have been taken by the church to engage in the community, outside of 

partnerships with existing organizations, can be described as local initiatives. Both church A 

and B offer food and clothing distributions throughout the week. While the emphasis is on 

meeting the physical needs of individuals through providing material resources, both of the 

churches provide spiritual support at these events through prayer and developing 

relationships. Another way that Church A engages the community is through utilizing the 

church building. Church A allows community organizations to use the space for meetings and 

events (“Ben”). Church A also describes less formal ways of taking initiative within the 

community, specifically with immigrants and refugees. For example, there have been several 

instances where they know a family that is seeking asylum and the church has come together 

to find housing and support for those families. In some cases, individuals within the church 

have opened up their home to host these families (“Ben”). These less formal initiatives could 

be described as the church simply seeing a need and then meeting it with their resources and 

talents. 

3.   Global Partnerships  

Participating in the community extends beyond the city limits of Tucson and includes 

partnerships and initiatives around the world. Church A takes groups to build houses in 

Rocky Point and the Yucatan Peninsula each year. Church C engages with the global 

community through sending teams to Guatemala each summer to participate in an outreach 

project working with youth in soccer. Both of these churches also describe financially 

supporting missionaries in other countries as a part of their global partnerships.  



 The churches described different approaches to engaging in the community as well. For 

example, “Abby” from Church B explains that members of her church are “involved in a lot of 

different organizations”, but there isn’t much being done collectively. While they also have a 

Missions Ministry that is dedicated to participating in the community, it is still mostly done by 

the individuals in that group rather than it being the responsibility of the whole church 

congregation. Contrary to this approach is that of Church A. Pastor “Ben” describes that there 

isn’t a Missions Ministry because missions is the focus of the church, not just a ministry. In this 

way, the church attempts to engage congregates in service through offering a wide range of 

opportunities to meet different interests and skills. These separate approaches may be a reflection 

of different understandings of what social justice means and what the church’s role is in social 

justice. Recommendations for encouraging community engagement will be made in the 

conclusion. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 This research began from the perspective that social justice and faith are inherently 

interconnected because of the holistic nature of faith. Through exploring biblical and historical 

perspectives on social justice, a further foundation was laid for why social justice is a concern of 

the church. Because of the inherent value of each human being, the specific biblical mandates to 

care for the poor and marginalized, and the ways that the church has historical been used to enact 

social change, it is evident that the church has a clear and prominent role in promoting justice in 

society. Based on my interviews and previous research, I have outlined specific 

recommendations for how the church can move towards social justice in education, by creating 

purposeful learning environments, as well as in action, by engaging in the community.  



 Even though all of the interviewees agreed that the church has a role in social justice, 

they also all agreed that the term itself is controversial. In order for churches to be effective in 

creating social justice, there needs to be a common understanding within the church regarding 

social justice. The beginning point is developing an understanding of faith that includes justice. 

Even among disagreement, there must be a common foundation, or lens, through which the 

church views social justice. Pastor “Justin” describes a tool he has used in order to lead his 

church is establishing common ground. He often reminds his church that they approach any topic 

from the perspective of being rooted in the Gospel, or the very core common Christian belief. He 

draws a tool to describe this perspective called being “center set”, where because of the core 

common beliefs, we are able to view and engage in the rest of the world, knowing that even 

when disagreements arise, we are coming from the same values. Opposite to this perspective is 

what “Justin” describes as the “boundary set” model. This is where individuals have to agree on 

x, y, and z, about a topic in order to engage in any conversation. It is saying that we have to agree 

on specific ideas in order for us to agree on our core Christian beliefs, whereas the “center set” 

perspective says that because we have these core Christian beliefs, we can discuss everything 

else, regardless if we agree or not. From a “boundary set” perspective, individuals put up walls 

that keep us from engaging in relationships. From a “center set” perspective, our common beliefs 

create relationships through which we will be transformed.  

 The challenge in establishing a center set perspective in a church is that it requires 

vulnerability and willingness from the congregation. Just as “Jessica” point out, engaging in 

social justice can be emotionally exhausting and requires commitment. Both “Justin” and 

“Jessica” use the word “uncomfortable” when describing the context of engaging in social justice 



within the church. Practically, establishing a center set perspective begins with church 

leadership. “Jessica” points out that “Justin” has encouraged participation in social justice simply 

through leading by example, in his actions and in his words. He has defined justice during 

Sunday services, described the center set perspective, and challenged members of the church to 

examine any boundaries that they have put up that keeps them from engaging with others. He 

constantly reminds his congregation that “we are all going to be uncomfortable, but we will be 

uncomfortable together”. In this way, addressing the discomfort and establishing a common 

foundation from the pulpit, such as the center set perspective, is a good practice for churches to 

create a framework for understanding social justice. From this framework, churches can take 

steps in both education and action in order to move towards social justice. Several best practices 

emerged through this research and are outlined below.  

Practices for Engaging in Education for Social Justice  

1. Offer a range of learning environments  

In order to engage a wide range of individuals in learning for social justice, the church must 

also appeal to the various types of learning styles. Pastor “Ben” describes this as providing a 

“variety of learning environments for a variety of learners”. While discussions may be 

productive for many, other environments such as structured classes and media may help to 

engage a broader audience. Church B demonstrated this well through hosting a showing of a 

documentary. Church A offered a class specifically for engaging the topic of gay marriage. 

Different environments will draw in different audiences.  

2. Intentionally create diverse communities 



As discovered through the interviews, diversity and relationships are the basis for which 

learning will occur. Churches can create learning environments for social justice by 

intentionally creating diverse communities through which relationships will lead to 

transformation. The Tapestry Tables done by Church C are an example of this. Diversity 

exists within every church, however individuals may not also connect with others from 

different backgrounds on their own. Facilitating this connection could be done through 

organizing small groups, such as Tapestry Tables, organizing mentorships, or hosting cultural 

events. Every individual within a congregation brings a unique and valuable perspective that 

contributes to the learning environment of the church. Ensuring that each perspective is heard 

and interacts with other perspectives is what will lead to transforming relationships. 

3. Facilitate discussion in the context of community  

While simply participating in diverse communities will lead to transformation, intentionally 

facilitating discussion can lead to productive conversations for further personal growth and 

societal change to occur. Facilitated discussion, in the context of trusted community, creates a 

safe space to explore challenging social issues. Discussion is important as it allows each 

perspective to be heard without any agenda. These spaces can allow churches to engage in 

conversations that wouldn’t normally come up, yet are pressing in our society, such as 

immigration, poverty, or inequality. These conversations could take place is small group 

settings, like Tapestry Tables, or at larger events, such as the Tapestry event, where there was 

a panel discussion with various individuals from the community.  

4. Making further resources accessible 



Another step that the Church can take to engage in education for social justice is to 

encourage individuals to actively participate in learning on their own. Churches can provide 

resources to guide this learning, such as books, articles, movies, and other media, that is 

directed towards understanding social justice. Churches offer free libraries a method for this. 

Other methods include posting resources on the website or providing information in printed 

materials.  

5. Facilitate reflection after service  

One of the major findings of my interviews is the important of the role of service in 

facilitating learning. Pastor “Ben” continually reminded me that learning happens through 

experience and engaging with others. Service creates opportunities for interacting with 

individuals from different backgrounds and developing a deeper understanding of one’s 

community. However, service is best done when in conjunction with reflection. Intentionally 

creating space for individuals to reflect on their experiences is critical in facilitating learning. 

Practically, this can be done through group discussions after engaging in the community as a 

group. This could also be done through training and resources given to individuals who are 

volunteering. Finally, this can be done on an individual level by taking the initiative to ask 

individuals about their experiences, how it applies to their faith, and how it affects the way 

that they understand social justice.  

6. Provide political education 

“Abby” from Church B pointed out to me that while her church encourages members to 

register to vote and be civically active, they don’t provide the tools to help individuals to do 

so. She describes that is important that when individuals do vote, they are aware of who they 



are voting for and informed of the policies. She, nor any of the individuals interviewed, 

believe in advocating for one political stance or another, but she believes that is important 

that people are educated. The Church can play a role in education for social justice through 

providing a space for individuals to become more aware of policies and representatives. One 

method for this, as exemplified by Church B, is allowing for political representative to give a 

presentation. “Abby” recalls several different politicians visiting her church, one of whom 

she even disagreed very strongly with. The point was for members to be aware, not to 

promote any political leader over another. Another practical step is offering classes, or 

resources, on how individuals can engage civically. Because social change often occurs 

through political change, it is an important part of creating social justice. Therefore, offering 

opportunities for members to be educated about politics and civic engagement is another 

method of engaging in justice.    

Practices for Engaging in Action for Social Justice   

1. Provide a diverse range of opportunities 

One of the challenges related to community engagement that was mentioned by all of the 

interviewees is that it is the same individuals who continually show up to events, service 

projects, small groups, etc. “Justin” says it’s the same 20% who are already overcommitted 

that sign up for more volunteering opportunities. The need to appeal to less involved 

individuals in the church is evident. One way to increase engagement is to increase the 

diversity of opportunities available. “Abby” describes this as “capitalizing on peoples’ 

interests and skills”. Equipping the church to serve the community means utilizing the unique 

skills of each individual to meet a specific need in the community.   



2. Increase Accessibility 

It seems obvious, but the less work that is required of the individual to seek out opportunities 

for engagement, the more likely they are to do it. Pastor “Ben” describes how their weekly 

bulletin provides a list of opportunities for how individuals can get involved in serving the 

community. “Kate”, from the same church, also comments that it is easy to get involved as 

the church is constantly making announcements about the needs in the community. 

Increasing accessibility includes making the opportunities well-known through bulletins, 

announcements, social media, etc., but also making the process to become involved simple. 

Having a table on Sunday mornings where individuals can discuss the opportunities and sign 

up is one practical way of simplifying the process. Another simple way is by providing 

information, as well as forms for individuals to fill out on the website in order to get 

involved.  

3. Personalized Invitation 

While increasing accessibility aims to reach a widespread audience, personalized invitation 

aims to connect specific individuals with specific opportunities. Pastor “Justin” describes this 

as their primary way of encouraging community engagement. He describes how he uses 

relationships to invite others to serve. Personalized invitation can be done in the context of 

weekly service, small groups, or simply through everyday interactions in relationships. 

Individuals that are already involved can invite others to join them, or groups can decide to 

participate together. The emphasis of personalized invitation is that rather than an individual 

having to take the initiative to get involved, someone else is taking the initiative to invite 

them. 



4. Move towards a congregant led model  

Empowering individuals to take initiative with their own unique skills and passions is 

another method for encouraging community engagement. Pastor “Ben” describes that rather 

than the community engagement opportunities being led by the faculty of the church, it is led 

by individuals within the church. Creating a path for individuals who see a need in the 

community and want to take action allows for sustainable change to occur. When projects are 

led by congregants, it inspires further commitment and relieves the burden of the 

responsibility being placed solely on church staff or specific ministries. With this model, the 

church is able to collectively accomplish much more than if all of the initiatives were 

managed by church leadership.  

Personal Response  

 In setting out to better understand the current landscape of social justice and the church, 

the biggest underlying challenge that I discovered is best reflected by this question: “what does it 

mean to be a Christian and what does it mean to be in a church?” (“Kate”). There are different 

understandings about how social justice is connected to faith, as outlined previously. “Kate” 

comments that Christianity means committing to “living like [Jesus] lived” and “that doesn’t 

look very much like a 21st century American really.” (“Kate”). “American Christians are just so 

comfortable”, and throughout this process, I was reminded again and again that the landscape of  

the protestant church and social justice is one of discomfort, but stepping into these messy places 

is the right place to be. The challenge is discovering how to engage people in the 

transformational process that is social justice, because as evident in all of the interviews, it is 

easier to just walk away. Developing a basic understanding of how it is inherently connected to 



faith is a great place to start, but “Jessica” reminds me that it is empathy that creates a desire to 

do something about it.  

 While I firmly believe that all of the above recommendations are important and practical 

ways for the Church to engage in social justice, the most important role that the Church will play 

in social justice is through the individuals within the Church being transformed by relationships 

rooted in diversity and empathy. Social justice does not mean that we create change in society 

while we remain the same. It is not a linear process in which we establish our understanding, 

create educational opportunities, take action, and then achieve justice in society. It is a 

transformational process for both society and for ourselves in which we will constantly be 

learning, taking action, and reflecting simultaneously. I began this research with a desire to 

understand the current landscape of the church and social justice, with the hopes of being able to 

recommend steps for how the church can move towards social justice in education and action. 

While these outcomes were met, the more impactful part of the process has been my own 

transformation. As I grow in my understanding of social justice, I am recognizing more and more 

my own need to be continually transformed. It is my hope that it is out of this place of humility 

that I will be able to walk alongside others in their transformation process, so that together as a 

community, we can engage in transforming our society to become more just as well.  




